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Notice 

 ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY 

THE SPEAKERS’ FIRMS TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY 

OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT 

MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING, MARKETING OR 

RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN.  

  

You (and your employees, representatives, or agents) may disclose to any and all persons, 

without limitation, the tax treatment or tax structure, or both, of any transaction 

described in the associated materials we provide to you, including, but not limited to, 

any tax opinions, memoranda, or other tax analyses contained in those materials. 

 

The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on authorities that are 

subject to change.  Applicability of the information to specific situations should be 

determined through consultation with your tax adviser. 

 



ENTITY CONVERSION 
OVERVIEW 

 

 

Aman Badyal, Badyal Law 



Choice of 
Entity 

Partnership 
(Including GP, LLC, LP, LLP) 

S Corporation C Corporation 

Income Taxed once at the partner level Taxed once at the shareholder level Taxed at the corporate level and again at the 
shareholder level when distributed (no 
preferential rate for capital gains) 

Losses Pass-through to each partner to 
the extent of partner’s basis 
(incl. partner’s share of third 
party debt) 

Pass-through to each partner to 
the extent of basis in stock and 
shareholder loans to corporation. 

Deductible to the corporation 

Tax on Sale of 
Interest/Stock 

Capital Gain Capital Gain except to the extent of 
751 Hot Assets 

Capital Gain 

3.8% Net 
Investment 
Income Tax 

A partner will be subject to the 
tax if the income is passive with 
respect to the partner 

A shareholder will be subject to the 
tax if the income is passive with 
respect to the shareholder 

Dividends received by shareholder are 
subject to the tax 

Payroll/Self-
Employment 
Taxes 

Yes, unless the partner can be 
treated as a “limited partner” 
under Section 1402(a)(13) 

Salary is subject to self-
employment tax; however, S Corp 
must pay reasonable compensation 

Salaries are subject to self-employment tax 
(taxpayers are incentivized to maximize 
salary to minimize double taxation) 

Sharing Profits Most flexible entity for sharing 
profits 

Single class of stock requirement Can have multiple classes of stock with 
varying distribution and liquidation 
preferences 

Distributions Distributions of cash and 
marketable securities in excess 
of outside basis are taxable.  
Other in-kind distributions 
should not be taxable (but see 
Section 751). 

Taxable to the extent (i) of any 
built-in gain on distributed 
property and (ii) FMV of property 
distributed exceeds shareholder’s 
stock basis. 

Taxable to the extent (i) of any built-in gain 
on distributed property, (ii) of amounts 
treated as dividends, and (iii) FMV of 
property distributed exceeds amount 
treated as dividends and shareholder’s stock 
basis. 

Choice of Entity 
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S Corporation Requirements 

No more than 100 shareholders. 

Only U.S. individuals and certain trusts, estates and 

charitable organizations may be shareholders. 

No more than a single class of stock is permitted.  

Reclassification of certain arrangements as a second class 

of stock. 

Warrants/Options 

Santa Clara Valley Housing Group, Inc. v U.S. 
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Limited Partner Exception to Self-
Employment Taxes 

• Section 1402(a)(13):  “[T]here shall be excluded [from self-

employment taxes] the distributive share of any item of 

income or loss of a limited partner, as such, other than 

guaranteed payments” and other payments for services.  

• There is no definition of “limited partner” in section 1402. 

• Renkemeyer:  Tax Court held that income of partners in law 

firm organized as an LLP was subject to self-employment taxes 

because it “arose from legal services [the taxpayers] 

performed on behalf of the law firm” and not “as a return on 

partners’ investment.” 
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Limited Partner Exception to Self-
Employment Taxes (Cont.) 

• Can members of an LLC be treated as limited partners for 

purposes of section 1402? 

• Due to the 3.8% rate of Medicare taxes on income above 

$250,000 effective January 1, 2013, this question is of 

increased significance.  
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Limited Partner Exception to Self-
Employment Taxes (Cont.) 

Example: 

Real Estate Fund provides manager with management fees of 

$300,000 per year for services provided by manager and a 20% 

carried interest. 

Clearly the $300,000 management fee would not qualify for 

exemption as income of a limited partner. 

What about the carried interest? 

Also consider, Treasury Regulations Section 1.1402(a)-2(a) 

exception for rental income and Treasury Regulations Section 

1.1402(a)-6(a) exception for capital gains. 
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S Corp v LLC  
Real Estate Fund 

• Real Estate Fund provides manager with management fees of 

$300,000 per year for services provided by manager and a 20% 

carried interest. 

• Because the $300,000 management fee for serviced provided, 

it would clearly not qualify for exemption as income of a 

limited partner.  See Renkemeyer. 

• What about the carried interest? 

• Also consider, Treasury Regulations Section 1.1402(a)-2(a) 

exception for rental income and Treasury Regulations Section 

1.1402(a)-6(a) exception for capital gains. 

• Planning Opportunity? 
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S Corp v LLC  
Real Estate Fund 

15 
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RELEVANT CODE SECTIONS 
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General Overview of Relevant Code 

Sections* 
• Section 311(b):  Corporation must recognize built-in gain 

(but not loss) when it distributes property to a shareholder. 

 

• Section 331:  Amounts received by a shareholder in 

complete liquidation of stock are treated as payments in 

exchange for the stock. 

 

• Section 336:  Corporation must recognize going in when it 

distributes property to its shareholders in a liquidation of 

the corporation.   

 

• Section 351:  Nonrecognition  for shareholder on 

exchange of property for corporate stock if the contributing 

shareholders collectively hold 80% or more of the 

corporation’s stock. 

 
 

* The foregoing summaries are intended to provide a review of the general rule(s) relevant for today’s discussion provided by each 
respective code section.  Each section includes various exceptions (and exceptions to the exceptions); therefore, please be sure to consult 
the code prior to providing tax advice. 
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General Overview of Relevant Code 

Sections* 

• Section 357:  Generally, in an otherwise good section 351 

transaction, the assumption of liabilities by the corporation will not 

be taxable to the contributing shareholder.  UNLESS:  (i) there is a 

tax avoidance purpose to the assumption of liabilities or (ii) the 

liabilities of any shareholder assumed by the corporation exceed the 

adjusted basis of all of the property contributed by such shareholder. 

  

1. A recourse liability is assumed by the corporation if the corporation 

agrees to pay the liability (regardless of whether the creditor 

relieves the contributing shareholder of its obligations). 

 

2. A nonrecourse liability is assumed by the corporation if the 

property securing the liability is transferred to the corporation. 
 

* The foregoing summaries are intended to provide a review of the general rule(s) relevant for today’s discussion provided by each 
respective code section.  Each section includes various exceptions (and exceptions to the exceptions); therefore, please be sure to 
consult the code prior to providing tax advice. 
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General Overview of Relevant Code 

Sections* 

• Section 358:  Following a section 351 transaction, the contributing 

shareholder’s stock basis is equal to the basis of assets contributed 

plus gain recognized less any liability relief. 

 

• Section 362:  The corporation’s basis in assets it received in a 

section 351 transaction is equal to the contributing shareholder’s 

basis in those assets plus gain recognized. 

 

• Exception:  Section 362(e), if the aggregate adjusted basis of the 

contributed assets is greater than their aggregate fair market value, 

then the corporation must reduce the basis of the assets OR reduce 

the shareholder must reduce the basis of his/her stock. 
 

* The foregoing summaries are intended to provide a review of the general rule(s) relevant for today’s discussion provided by each 
respective code section.  Each section includes various exceptions (and exceptions to the exceptions); therefore, please be sure to 
consult the code prior to providing tax advice. 
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General Overview of Relevant Code 

Sections* 

• Section 1032:  Nonrecognition for a corporation on the sale of 

its stock. 

 

• Section 1202:  If a shareholder holds Qualified Small Business 

Stock issued after September 27, 2010 and before January 1, 

2014 for 5 or more years, the shareholder may exclude 

$10,000,000 or more of gain recognized on the sale of such 

stock.  

 

• Section 1223:  A taxpayer is provided a tacked holding period 

for substitute basis property (1223(1)) and carry-over basis 

property (1223(2)). 
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General Overview of Relevant Code 

Sections* 

 

• Section 1231:  Gain from the sale of certain property used in 

taxpayer’s trade or business is capital gain and loss from its 

sale is ordinary loss. 

 

• Section 1244:  Up to $50,000 of capital loss on the disposition 

of small business stock can be recharacterized as ordinary 

loss. 
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General Overview of Relevant Code 

Sections* 

• Section 721:  Nonrecognition for both partner and partnership 

on the contribution of assets to the partnership in exchange for 

a partnership interest. 

 

• Section 731:  Nonrecognition to partner on receipt of 

distributions from partnership 

 

Exception:   Partner must recognize gain to the extent cash 

received exceeds the partner’s outside basis. 

 

Exception:  Partner may recognize loss If (s)he receives only cash 

and 751 “hot assets,” and the partner’s outside basis exceeds the 

amount of cash and the basis of 751 hot assets received.  
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General Overview of Relevant Code 

Sections* 

• Section 732(b):  Partner’s basis in property received in a 

liquidating distribution is equal to his/her outside basis in the 

partnership prior to the distribution less the amount of any 

cash received. 

 

• Section 751:  If a partner sells his/her partnership interest OR 

the partnership distributes assets to the partner that shifts the 

partners’ proportionate interests in “unrealized receivables” 

and “inventory items” (collectively, “Hot Assets”) gain 

attributable to the Hot Assets is characterized as ordinary 

income.  
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General Overview of Relevant Code 

Sections* 

• Section 752:  An increase in a partner’s share of partnership 

liabilities (or his/her assumption of partnership liabilities) is 

treated as a contribution of cash to the partnership.  A 

decrease in a partner’s share of partnership liabilities (or the 

partnership’s assumption of such partner’s liabilities) is treated 

as a distribution of cash by the partnership to the partnership. 

 

• Section 752 recourse  liabilities are allocated to the partner(s) 

who bear(s) the economic risk of loss. 

 

• Section 752 nonrecourse liabilities are allocated in accordance 

with the partners’ interests in the partnership. 
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TYPES OF CONVERSIONS 

 

 

Joseph Fletcher, Glaser Weil Fink Jacobs Howard Avchen & Shapiro 

Aman Badyal, Badyal Law 



Mechanics of Conversion 

 

1. Prior to state conversion statutes, conversions were generally 

effected through a multi-step process. 

2. Under state conversion statues, a simple filing may, in many 

instances, effect the conversion. 

3. The understanding of the tax consequences of multi-step 

conversions is, nonetheless, essential, in understanding how 

one-step conversions are treated. 

4. Formless conversion statutes carry with them certain deemed 

steps, one must be aware of these steps and choose an 

alternative to the formless conversion if the deemed steps aren’t 

desirable under the specific facts. 
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GENERAL PARTNERSHIP TO 
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP 

 

 

Joseph Fletcher, Glaser Weil Fink Jacobs Howard Avchen & Shapiro 
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Tax Treatment of a Conversion of General 
Partnership to Limited Partnership 

 
• Conversions and Mergers Must be Analyzed Under the Code to 

Determine Whether They Are Tax-free or Taxable. 

 

• A series of Revenue Rulings addresses the tax consequences of 

particular common conversions 

 

• Rev. Rul. 84-52, 1984-1 C.B. 157, addresses the conversion of a 

general partnership interest into a limited partnership interest 

as part of the conversion of the general partnership into a 

limited partnership.  
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Tax Treatment of a Conversion of General 
Partnership to Limited Partnership 

 
• Rev. Rul. 84-52 provides that under Section 721, no gain or loss 

will be recognized to the partners (unless there is a deemed 

distribution of cash in excess of basis resulting from a shifting 

of liabilities).  It holds, further, that the partnership is a 

continuing partnership under Section 708, and does not 

terminate.  Thus, it keeps its EIN and elections. 
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• Rev. Rul. 84-52 provides, “If, as a result of the conversion, 

there is no change in the partners’ shares of [the Partnership’s] 

liabilities under section 1.752-1(e) of the regulations, there will 

be no change to the adjusted basis of any partner’s interest in 

[the Partnership] and [the Partners] will each have a single 

adjusted basis with respect to each partner’s interest in [the 

Partnership] (both as limited partners and general partner) 

equal to the adjusted basis of each partner’s respective general 

partnership interest in [the Partnership] prior to conversion. 
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Tax Treatment of a Conversion of General 
Partnership to Limited Partnership 

 



• Rev. Rul. 84-52 further states, “If, as a result of the conversion, 

there is a change in the partners shares of [the Partnership’s] 

liabilities under section 1.752-1(e) of the regulations, and such 

change causes a deemed contribution of money to [the 

Partnership] by a partner under Section 752(a) of the Code, 

then the adjusted basis of that partner’s interest shall, under 

section 722 of the Code, be increased by the amount of such 

deemed contribution.  
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Tax Treatment of a Conversion of General 
Partnership to Limited Partnership 

 



• If the change in the partners shares of liabilities causes a 

deemed distribution of money to a partner under Section 

752(b) of the Code, then the basis of that partner’s interest 

shall, under section 733 of the Code, be reduced (but not 

below zero) by the amount of such deemed distribution, and 

any gain will be recognized by that partner under Section 731 

of the Code to the extent the deemed distribution exceeds the 

total adjusted basis of that partner’s interest in [the 

Partnership]. 
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Tax Treatment of a Conversion of General 
Partnership to Limited Partnership 

 



• Consequence:  There is no deemed distribution out of assets 

and no automatic gain, but the shifting of liabilities must be 

taken into account in determining whether there is, in fact, 

any gain to any partner or any change in partners’ bases. 
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Tax Treatment of a Conversion of General 
Partnership to Limited Partnership 
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GENERAL PARTNERSHIP TO  
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY 
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Tax Treatment of a Conversion of a Domestic 
Partnership to a Limited Liability Company 

 
 • Rev. Rul. 95-37, 1995-1 C.B. 130 amplifies Rev. Rul. 84-52 and 

applies the same approach as Rev. Rul. 84-52 to the conversion 

from a domestic partnership to a domestic limited liability 

company (“LLC”) that is classified as a partnership. 

• Rev. Rul. 95-37 provides similarly to Rev. Rul. 84-52 that the 

conversion is generally tax-free under Section 721 (rather than 

a sale or exchange) and provides that there is no termination of 

the partnership, and that it retains its EIN. 
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Conversion of a Partnership to a LLC 
 
 • Rev. Rul. 95-37 provides, more succinctly, that the key issue is whether 

and the extent to which partner’s shares of liabilities change, it provides, 

in pertinent part,  “(3) if the partners’ shares of partnership liabilities do 

not change, there will be no change in the adjusted basis of any partner’s 

interest in the partnership, (4) if the partners’ shares of partnership 

liabilities change and cause a deemed contribution of money to the 

partnership under section 752(a), then the adjusted basis of such a 

partner’s interest will be increased under section 722 by the amount of the 

deemed contribution, (5) if the partners’ shares of partnership liabilities 

change and cause a deemed distribution of money by the partnership to a 

partner under section 752(b), then the basis of such a partner’s interest 

will be reduced under section 733 (but not below zero) by the amount of 

the deemed distribution, and gain will be recognized by the partner under 

section 731 to the extent the deemed distribution exceeds the adjusted 

basis of the partner’s interest in the partnership.” 
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Conversion of a Partnership to a LLC 
 
 

•  Consequence: There is no deemed distribution out of assets 

and no automatic gain, but the shifting of liabilities must be 

taken into account in determining whether there is, in fact, 

any gain to any partner or any change in partners’ bases. 
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Basic Fact Pattern 

 The debt is allocated equally, $100 to each of A and B. 

 

A and B each have $100 outside basis (i.e.), A and B each have 

$100 basis in their respective partnership interests). 
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General Partnership to Limited 
Partnership 

 
• PS converts from a general partnership to a limited partnership 

• Pursuant to the conversion, A becomes a limited partner and B 

remains a general partner. 

• Assume the loan documents are not modified as part of the 

conversion and A does not guaranty.  

• As the general partner, B would be required to make up any 

shortfall with respect to the loan. Therefore B, bears the 

economic risk of loss with respect to the loan and all $200 of 

the loan would be allocated to B. 
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General Partnership to Limited 
Partnership 

 

• This causes a $100 liability shift from A to B. 

• This shift is treated as if (i) B contributed $100 to the 

partnership and (ii) the partnership distributed $100 to B. 

• Therefore, A’s outside basis would be reduced to $0 and B’s 

outside basis would increase to $200. 
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The Characterization of the Form of A Merger 
or Conversion Under State Entity Law Does Not 

Govern Tax Treatment 
 
 
 

•  Rev. Rul. 84-52, 95-37. 

• A state law conversion may be tax-free or taxable, depending 

upon the type of entities involved and other factors, including 

liabilities. 

• A partnership-to-partnership conversion is generally not 

taxable, unless there is a deemed distribution of money 

resulting from the reduction in liabilities allocated to a partner, 

in excess of that partner’s basis. 
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The Characterization of the Form of A Merger 
or Conversion Under State Entity Law Does Not 

Govern Tax Treatment 
 
 
 

•  Certain state law conversions are generally taxable, such as 

the conversion of an “S” corporation to an LLC.  PLR 9543017 

or the conversion of a “C” corporation to an LLC, with the “C” 

corporation surviving.  PLR 9701029 

• While easily identified by tax practitioners, clients or corporate 

attorneys who have not consulted tax practitioners could be 

lured to make such a conversion due to the ease of conversion 

under many of the current statutes, without fully analyzing 

that such a conversion is taxable. 
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CONVERSION OF AN S 
CORPORATION TO AN LLC 
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Conversion of an S corporation to an 
LLC 

 
 
 
 

• PLR 9543017 – The Conversion of an S corporation to an LLC is 

taxable. 

• The PLR addressed the State law merger of an S corporation 

into an LLC, with the LLC surviving. 

• The PLR provides that the merger of the S corporation into the 

LLC, with the LLC surviving is treated as the transfer of the S 

corporation assets to the LLC in exchange for the LLC’s 

assumption of the S corporation’s liabilities and the S 

corporation’s receipt of an interest in the LLC and the S 

corporation’s distribution of the LLC to its shareholders in 

complete liquidation of the S corporation. 
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Conversion of an S corporation to an 
LLC 

 
 
 
 

• The PLR provides that no gain or loss will result to the S 

corporation or the LLC on the contribution of assets to the LLC, 

unless the S corporation receives a net decrease in liabilities 

exceeding its basis in the assets contributed under section 

1.752-1(f) of the regulations (and provided that the LLC would 

not be treated as an investment company if it incorporated). 

• The PLR provides, however, that the S corporation will 

recognize gain or loss on the distribution of the interest in the 

LLC to its shareholders in complete liquidation, as if the S 

corporation had sold the interest to its shareholders at the time 

of liquidation. 
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Conversion of an S corporation to an 
LLC 

 
 
 
 

• The PLR provides that this gain or loss will be passed through to 

the S corporation shareholders under section 1366(a). 

• Thus, a fairly simple merger or conversion, under State law, of 

an S corporation to an LLC is fully taxable. 

• If an S corporation is not desirable going forward, there are at 

least two alternatives to converting the entire S corporation, 

including having the S corporation become a member in a 

lower-tier LLC, or a multi-step transaction described later. 
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Conversion of an S corporation to an LLC 
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CONVERSION OF A C 
CORPORATION TO AN LLC 
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Conversion of a C corporation to an 
LLC 

 
 
 
 
 

 

• PLR 9701029 – The conversion of a C corporation to an LLC is 

taxable. 

• The PLR addressed the State law merger of a C corporation into 

an LLC, with the LLC surviving. 

• This PLR follows the some construct as PLR 9543017, the 

merger of the C corporation into the LLC, with the LLC 

surviving is treated as the transfer of the C corporation assets 

to the LLC in exchange for the LLC’s assumption of the C 

corporation’s liabilities, followed by the C corporation’s receipt 

of an interest in the LLC, and the C corporation’s distribution 

of the LLC to its shareholders in complete liquidation of the C 

corporation. 
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Conversion of a C corporation to an 
LLC 

 
 
 
 
 

 

• This liquidation is under section 331. 

• The C corporation will recognize gain or loss on the distribution 

of the membership interests in the LLC to the shareholders as if 

the interests had been sold to the shareholders for its fair 

market value. 
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Conversion of C Corp to LLC 
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INCORPORATION OF A 
PARTNERSHIP  
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Incorporation of a Partnership  
 
 
 
 
 
 

• One of the first detailed pronouncements on entity conversions 

was Rev. Rul. 84-111. 

• Rev. Rul. 84-111 recognized that there were at least 3 ways for 

a partnership to convert to a corporation, each with unique tax 

consequences.  

• Situation 1.  The partnership transfers all of its assets to a 

newly-formed corporation, in exchange for all the outstanding 

stock of the corporation and the assumption by the corporation 

of the partnership’s liabilities.  The partnership then 

terminates by distributing all its stock to the partners of the 

partnership in proportion to their partnership interests.  This is 

the so-called “assets over” approach. 
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Incorporation of a Partnership  
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Situation 2.  The partnership distributes all its assets and 

liabilities to its partners in proportion to their partnership 

interests in a transaction that constitutes a complete 

termination of the partnership under section 708(b)(1)(A).  The 

partners then transfer all of the assets receive from the 

partnership to the newly-formed corporation in exchange for  

the outstanding stock of the corporation and the assumption by 

the corporation of the liabilities that had been assumed by the 

partners.  This is the so-called “assets up” approach. 
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Incorporation of a Partnership  
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Situation 3.  The partners transfer their partnership interests to 

a newly-formed corporation in exchange for the outstanding 

stock of the corporation.  The exchange terminates the 

partnership and all of the assets and liabilities of the 

partnership become assets and liabilities of the corporation.  

This is the so-called “partnership interest transfer” approach. 
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Rev. Rul. 84-111“Assets Over” 

59 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Partnership to Corporation 

Assets Over 

1. Step 1:  PS contributes Asset to new corporation. 

 

A. Though this transaction qualifies as a section 351 transaction, 

because the corporation is assuming liabilities in excess of 

adjusted basis (i.e., liabilities are $200 and adjusted basis is 

$160), section 357(c) requires that PS recognize $40 of gain. 

 

B. Though this transaction qualifies as a section 351 transaction, 

because the corporation is assuming liabilities in excess of 

adjusted basis (i.e., liabilities are $200 and adjusted basis is 

$160), section 357(c) requires that PS recognize $40 of gain. 

 

C. PS gets tacked holding  period with respect to the stock.  Section 

1223(1). 
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Partnership to Corporation 

Assets Over 

D. Corporation does not recognize gain or loss on the exchange of 

asset for stock.  Section 1032(a). 

 

E. Corporation’s basis in the Asset is equal to $200:  PS’s basis in 

Asset for stock ($160) plus gain recognized ($40).  Section 362. 

 

F. Corporation gets tracked holding period with respect to Asset.  

Section 1223(2). 

 

G. A and B each have $20 basis in their PS interests following the 

contribution. 
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Partnership to Corporation 

Assets Over 

2. Step 2:  PS liquidates. 

 

A. PS recognizes no gain or loss.  Section 731(b). 

 

B. The receipt of the corporate stock should be nontaxable to A & B.  

Section 731(a). 

 

C. A and B have $20 basis in their stock (section 732(b)), but get a 

tacked holding period (section 735(b)). 
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Rev. Rul. 84-111 “Assets  Up” 
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Partnership to Corporation 
Assets Up 

Step 1:  PS distributes a 50% interest in Asset to each of A and B. 

 

      1. PS recognizes no gain or loss.  Section 731(b). 

 

      2. The receipt of Asset should be nontaxable to A & B.  

Section 731(a). 
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Partnership to Corporation 

Assets Up 
       

      3. A and B should each have $100 adjusted basis in their 50% 

share of Asset.  Section 732(b) 

          A.  PS liabilities assumed by the partners individually 

should offset the liabilities relieved as part of the liquidation. 

       

      4. A and B should also receive a tacked holding period. 

Section 735(b). 
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Partnership to Corporation 
Assets Up 

Step 2:  A and B contribute Asset to new corporation. 

 

     1. No gain or loss to A or B.  Section 351.  Liabilities do not 

exceed basis so section 357(c) does not come into play. 

 

     2. A and B each have basis in the stock received of $0:  Their 

basis in their share of Asset contributed ($100) plus the gain 

recognized ($0) less liabilities assumed by the corporation ($100).  

Section 358. 

 

     3. A and B get tacked holding  period with respect to the 

stock.  Sections 735(b) and 1223(1). 
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Partnership to Corporation 
Assets Up 

     D. Corporation does not recognize gain or loss on the receipt 

of assets.  Section 1032(a). 

 

     E. Corporation’s basis in the asset is equal to $200:  A and B’s 

aggregate basis in Asset ($200) plus gain recognized ($0).  Section 

362. 

 

     F. Corporation gets tacked holding period with respect to 

Asset.  Section 1223(2). 
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Rev. Rul. 84-111 
“Partnership Interest Transfer” 
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Partnership to Corporation 

Interests Over 
 

Step 1:  A and B each contribute their PS interests to new 

corporation. 

    

     1. No gain or loss to A or B.  Section 351.  Liabilities do not 

exceed basis so section 357(c) does not come into play. 

 

     2. A and B each get a tacked holding period.  Section 1223(1). 

 

     3. A and B each have $0 basis in the corporate stock: Their 

basis in their interests contributed ($100) plus the gain recognized 

($0) less liabilities assumed by the corporation ($100).  Section 

358. 
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Partnership to Corporation 

Interests Over 
 

    4. Corporation does not recognize gain or loss on the receipt of 

PS interests.  Section 1032(a). 

 

    5. Corporation’s basis in PS interests is equal to $200:  A and 

B’s aggregate basis in their interests ($200) plus gain recognized 

($0).  Section 362. 

 

    6. Corporation gets tacked holding period.  Section 1223(2). 
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Partnership to Corporation 

Interests Over 
 

Step 2:  PS liquidates. 

 

     1. Corporation’s basis in Asset is $200:  Corporation’s basis in 

the PS interests ($200) plus gain recognized ($0). Section 732. 

 

     2. Corporation gets tacked holding period with respect to 

Asset. Section 735(b). 
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Incorporation of a Partnership  
 
 
 
 
 
 

• One of the most significant differences in the three approaches 

to incorporation of the partnership is in the basis of the shares 

received upon incorporation 

• Rev. Rul. 84-111 recognized that there were at least 3 ways for 

a partnership to convert to a corporation, each with unique tax 

consequences.  

• Situation 1.   In the “assets over” approach, the basis of the 

shares received by the former partners is the basis of the assets 

contributed, less liabilities assumed by the corporation. 
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Incorporation of a Partnership  
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Situation 2.  In the “assets up” approach, the outside basis of the 

partners in their partnership interest (less money received) becomes 

the basis of the assets distributed.  Upon contribution of these assets, 

the former partner receives a basis in the shares received equal to the 

basis of the assets contributed, less liabilities assumed by the 

corporation.  Note that the inside basis of the assets disappears, and 

the basis of the assets becomes the outside basis in the partnership 

interests.  This construct is potentially of interest if there is a high 

outside basis and low inside basis.  

• Situation 3.  In the “partnership interest transfer” approach, the basis 

the former partner receives in their shares, is the adjusted basis of 

their partnership interest, less liabilities assumed by the corporation. 
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Electing Corporate Status Under the 
Check-the-Box Rules. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• The “check-the-box” rules were promulgated after Rev. Rul. 

84-111 

• These rules permit an eligible entity to “check-the-box” or 

elect an entity classification other than its default 

classification. 

• A domestic LLC, with two or more members is a partnership 

under the default classification. 
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Electing Corporate Status Under the 
Check-the-Box Rules. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

If it elects to be a corporation, there is a series of deemed steps 

under section 301.7701-3(c)(l)(i). These deemed steps follow the 

“assets over” construct of Rev. Rul. 84-111. 

The following is deemed to occur: 

• The unincorporated entity contributes all of its assets and 

liabilities to the corporation in exchange for stock of the 

corporation; 

• Immediately thereafter, the unincorporated entity is 

liquidated, distributing the stock of the corporation to its 

partners. 
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Treatment of Conversion of a Partnership or LLC to a 
Corporation Where The State Law Statute Does Not 

Define the Form of the Conversion. 

• Rev. Rul. 2004-59 

• Where there is a formless conversion statute, Rev. Rul. 2004-59 

provides that Rev. Rul. 84-111 does not apply. 

• Rather, Rev. Rul. 2004-59 provides that a formless conversion is 

treated as following the same “deemed” steps as a check-the-

box election under section 301.7701-3(c)(l)(i). 
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• The following is deemed to occur: 

• The unincorporated entity contributes all of its assets and 

liabilities to the corporation in exchange for stock of the 

corporation; 

• Immediately thereafter, the unincorporated entity is 

liquidated, distributing the stock of the corporation to its 

partners. 
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Treatment of Conversion of a Partnership or LLC to a 
Corporation Where The State Law Statute Does Not 

Define the Form of the Conversion. 



• Although Rev. Rul. 84-111 technically does not apply, this 

construct is the “assets over” approach of situation 1 of Rev. 

Rul. 84-111. 

• If treatment under a different construct of Rev. Rul. 84-111 is 

desired, use an alternative to a formless conversion statute. 
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Treatment of Conversion of a Partnership or LLC to a 
Corporation Where The State Law Statute Does Not 

Define the Form of the Conversion. 



• If the new corporation is going to elect Subchapter S 

treatment, does the momentary ownership of the stock by an 

ineligible shareholder (a partnership) prevent an immediate S 

election after the incorporation?  No, see Rev. Rul. 2009-15.  

The same holds true whether the incorporation is made via a 

“check-the-box” election (Situation 1 of Rev. Rul. 2009-15) or 

via a formless conversion statute (Situation 2 of Rev. Rul. 2009-

15). 
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Treatment of Conversion of a Partnership or LLC to a 
Corporation Where The State Law Statute Does Not 

Define the Form of the Conversion. 
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MEMBER ENTITY. 
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Conversion from a Partnership to a 
Single-Member Entity. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Rev. Rul. 99-6 
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Conversion from a Partnership to a 
Single-Member Entity. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Situation 1.  If one partner purchases the remaining partner’s interests, 

the partnership terminates under section 708(b)(1)(A).  While the selling 

partner reports gain or loss under section 741 (and 751, if applicable), 

and the remaining owner takes a cost basis in the portion of the assets 

attributable to the interest purchased, and starts the holding period on 

the day of the purchase; the remaining owner is treated as receiving a 

liquidating distribution of the portion of the assets attributable to the 

interest the owner held prior to the purchase of the other interests.  

There is gain to the extent that money exceeds the owner’s adjusted tax 

basis in the partnership interest the owner held prior to the purchase 

under section 731, the portion of the assets deemed distributed take the 

adjusted basis of the remaining owner’s partnership interest under 

section 732(b) (losing inside basis). 
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Conversion from a Partnership to a 
Single-Member Entity. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Situation 2.  If a new owner purchase all of the interests of a 

partnership, the partnership terminates under section 

708(b)(1)(A).  The partnership is deemed to make a liquidating 

distribution of all of its assets to the partners who sold their 

interests, with the basis in the assets being determined under 

Section 732(b) based on the adjusted tax basis the partners 

had in their partnership interests.  The new owner is treated 

as purchasing these assets, resulting in a cost basis in the 

assets. 
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Cross-border Considerations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Any time a merger is cross-border (a U.S. entity into a foreign 

entity or a foreign entity into a U.S. entity) there are 

additional considerations. 

• Even if the conversion to a foreign corporation could otherwise 

be done tax-free, section 367 would need to be considered. 

• Conversion into a foreign pass-through entity is generally 

simpler, under Section 721. 
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